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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in sheet metal fabrication methods for producing custom architectural components
have allowed for greater efficiencies in volume production and lower tolerances. However, these advances still
lack means to mass customize significant formal and
geometric variation, especially articulated double curvature surfaces. Prototyping and research on conventional
stamped architectural facade components is excessively costly due to the cost involved in producing stamping
dies and the time associated with that. Hence, a process
called incremental sheet forming (ISF) provides opportunities to prototype rapidly and produce highly variable
and cost-effective components (fig. 1).
Over the course of this research project, many individual experiments and tests with ISF as a fabrication
method for architectural panels were combined to create more complex systems. A significant part of the design process was informed by these experiments, as well
as the intrinsic relationship between the tools, materials,
and geometric possibilities.
The aim was to always hypothesize about the “formability” of certain geometry and materials, then realize
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those results with full-scale prototypes and tests. Possessing the ability to quickly iterate design options and
fabricate them as fast is one of the great benefits of
linking the design workflow to the fabrication needs and
limits in a closed loop.
Tolerance management, material integrity, and proposed architectural applications will be used to support
the argument for using ISF as prototyping method for alternative ways of designing enclosures and second skins.
This research is not intended to compete with conventional facade manufacturing techniques, nor does
it aim to produce systems with low tolerance industrial
precision. Rather, the purpose of this investigation is to
re-examine the ways in which “architectural” skins are
designed and fabricated in an integrated workflow.
2 RATIONALE
The work described is a continuation of a larger research
trajectory aimed at developing the necessary tools and
techniques to discretize parametrically designed prototypes of building skins using ISF.
ISF is a fabrication process that involves turning flat
sheets of metal into three-dimensional shapes using
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Figure 4: Diagram of a
networked design and
fabrication workflow.

Figure 1: Incremental
sheet metal forming.

Figure 2: Incremental
sheet metal forming
process diagram and
toolpathing strategy.

Figure 3: Examples of
previous work of this
research trajectory.

a CNC machine (Laperrière and Reinhart 2014). It’s a
process whereby the stock is locally stretched using a
custom tool running along a pre-programmed toolpath
(fig. 2). The forming stylus could be mounted on any
CNC machine with enough strength to overcome thin
gauge metal forming forces; however, using an industrial
robotic arm allows for more degrees of freedom and a
more versatile workflow. A spherical forming stylus is
mounted as an end-effector to the robot, which moves
along a preprogrammed path that is generated from a
3D model. The path starts from the perimeter of the designed part and continuously pushes against the surface
of the sheet metal until it reaches the center of the deepest concavity in the design. Depending on the geometry,
forming may require secondary paths for refining the
overall shape or articulating local features.
Proto-skins largely builds on previous efforts that focus on computer modeling methods, parametric tool
path generation, forming practices, material testing, part
validation, and basic aggregation strategies.
The multitude of functions that this metal forming
process enables helps in focusing on key aspects to develop. For example, instead of thinking about designing
with low tolerances and fighting against unpredictability
in the material system, Proto-skins takes advantage of
the unpredictability and inaccuracies, and utilizes them
in a loose, shingle-like arrangement.
3 ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT AND RELEVANT
WORK
In 2001, Asymptote architects designed Hydra, an information center that features a complex surface achieved
by double curved panels that were formed using explosion forming. This technical innovation involves a very
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tedious process of producing multiple positive and
negative molds of different materials for each unique
panel (Eekhout 2008). On the other hand, High Line 23,
designed by Neil Denari, features three stamped panel
types that assemble into a tileable pattern. These are
also rotated and follow an undulating surface to add
a higher degree of variation (Denari 2012). Stamping
sheet metal is usually associated with the automobile
industry, but in this instance, the architect employed this
technology to gain surface variation (Simmons 2008).
There are very few examples of architecturally relevant applications of incremental sheet metal forming,
but recently, a research group at RWTH Aachen University built a full-scale prototype of a self-supporting
folded structure using components that employed
incremental forming (Trautz et al. 2013). All those
components were formed using incremental sheet
forming to maximize customizability at low costs.
However, for these components, the designers used
a partial die that has a common center shape across
all the parts. In addition, the Center for Information
Technology and Architecture in Denmark recently informally published work developed using single-point
incremental forming to produce a vaulted self-supporting structure. Early investigations done as part
of the work presented in this paper also explored
self-supporting aggregations with discrete cells
incrementally formed (Kalo et al. 2014) (fig. 3).
Incremental forming is a currently studied as a feasible replacement for stamping, at least in the prototyping phase. The U.S. Department of Energy recently
sponsored a joint academic-industrial project to develop
this technology further into a robust mass production
process (U.S. DoE 2013). Ford, one of the primary
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Figure 5: Infrared
images showing increased temperatures
along forming paths.

the former promises better energy savings when compared one-to-one in an established setup (Ingarao et
al. 2012). With the ability of the process to rapidly prototype and produce full-scale formed metal panels,
incremental forming begs for a thorough investigation
in other disciplines, such as architecture and the building construction industry.
The potential of developing architectural skins using
incremental forming is very promising. It’s an area of
investigation that is ripe with opportunities to produce
work that has a broader impact on how architects design
and fabricate building components but also to create
truly unique work. There are plenty of engineering-driven
studies on incremental forming, which greatly helps in
developing the technical aspects of the process.

Figure 6: Digital scans
of formed panels with
structural textures
with differences in
springback between.

Figure 7: Multi-axis
forming.

investigators of this grant, has been researching the
benefits of near immediate prototyping of design iterations with ISF.
Current incremental metal forming processes cannot compete with the speed in which stamped facade
panels are produced, nor can they compete with their
extreme precision and high tolerances. However,
for highly customized panels, incremental forming
becomes more efficient, as it doesn’t require the production of unique dies for each panel. When comparing
the two processes, stamping and incremental forming,
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4 METHODOLOGY AND FABRICATION
Akin to the position taken by Ford employing ISF as
prototyping technology, this research project adopts
a similar approach by which designs could be quickly
iterated and physically made in a matter of hours instead
of weeks, when compared to the more conventional metal pressing. In both instances, the prototypes are then
further refined.
While Ford is still testing ISF’s feasibility as a mass
production method, this research assumes ISF’s viability
and speculates on potential applications. One research
goal was to have enough prototypes that demonstrate
the efficiency of the process and begin conceptualizing
and considering practical connection strategies.
While a large portion of the work is geared more
toward figuring out the intricacies of the fabrication process, conceptual design explorations are more grounded when coupled with solid physical evidence. It also
validates any form of speculation and moves the dialog
away from fabrication and back to design.

4.1 Workflow
Proto-skins are designed to embody computational and
fabrication flexibility, as well as customizable contextual adaptability. The intention was to ultimately produce
physical prototypes as a proof of concept and demonstrate the systems’ flexibility and versatility (fig. 4).
This was done by first establishing a design and
fabrication workflow that encompassed the entire
process. Previously, the project was set up in a linear
fabrication workflow, even though it had the potential
to be much more integrated with the design process.
However, as the research developed, a more integrated circular workflow was established, describing the
relationships between computational design models,
physical prototyping, and testing. Intuitive knowledge
acquired from physical experiments was codified into
a parametric script that used the data as inputs to
further refine the models before physically testing
them again. The two are interlinked, and going back
and forth between the physical and digital refines the
process further.
Geometric parameters control the overall shape,
while toolpath-specific parameters contribute towards refining the surface appearance and finish of
the formed parts (Kalo and Newsum 2014). The software package for modeling the input geometry will be
McNeel Rhinoceros® 5.0, along with the plug-in Grass-

hopper,™ which houses most of the parametric definitions. A few custom Python scripts are used for specific
post-forming tasks, such as parsing laser points and
redrawing new toolpaths.
4.2 Fabrication Refinement of ISF
Once a workflow was mapped out, the next step was
to refine a number of technical process aspects in order to realize the desired results. Achieving repeatability in terms of fabrication and producing predictable
prototypes with exactitude was essential. The motivation is to explore whether this repeatability is not only
reflected in the physical prototype but also matches
the results of studies on these thin shell-structures.
This means having the ability to quantify variability
in sheets between multiple production runs, and to
quantify the variation of outcomes under changes in
sheet material and toolpathing.
Previously, early studies showed promise in terms of
geometric complexity but were not developed further
since the fabrication process was still being investigated as
a reliable method. Since the basics are already established,
this project’s objective was to develop a complex set of geometries and geometric operations to demonstrate the
efficiency of the fabrication system. Complex formed parts
were also a means to challenge some technical hurdles and
to showcase the level of detail that can be resolved.

Figure 8: A collection
of different face-face
connections studied.

Figure 9: Digital simulations of connection
nodes.
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Figure 10: Examples
of potential lighting
features.

Figure 11: Performative
textures studied for
this research.

The advantage of using ISF as a fabrication method
is its lack of reliance on dies or molds, which makes
it more cost-effective for prototyping and provides
a more readily customizable workflow. Conventional forming processes, such as hydraulic pressing or
stamping, require costly positive and negative molds,
which are also time-consuming to produce. While forming the same part in high-volume batches is efficient
in terms of time and production, adding any variation
to the stamped part requires redesigning the molds.
Hence, with a parametric design process in place,
employing ISF as a fabrication method allows quick
and cost-effective prototyping of custom and highlyvariegated designs.
To work with the issues that arise from ISF, additional
toolpaths and geometric modifications must be tested.
Running the same toolpath multiple times on the same
part is a strategy that has been proven to increase forming accuracy and help to reduce the maximum deviations up to -0.5 mm (Meier et al. 2009). This increased
the accuracy of the part everywhere except for the perimeter, because this region is drawn past the desired
depth. Adding geometric “skirts” to the parts' edges
stiffens the geometry and provides a deeper forming
condition, hence reducing the overall deviation at the
edge (Kreimeier et al. 2011).
Once the parts are formed, additional features can
be added after the initial forming stage to stabilize the
panels locally and globally. The heat generated from the
process can reach up to 160 °F (fig. 5). This temperature
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rise softens the metal and makes it easier to form, but
also works to harden the metal.
While precise articulation of the formed parts can be
achieved by running the same toolpath multiple times,
their accuracy could only be determined by a digital
scanning method. Results will be validated using a handheld laser scanner, which is used to scan the material
at various stages of fabrication, as well as to compare
two closely varied prototypes. Initial studies done with a
handheld laser scanner were used to capture the whole
formed part. In later studies, a 1D laser point scanner
was used to measure exact points on the formed surface
and compare it with the digital model. The model or toolpath produced by the scanning process is then used for
additional processes after the primary forming for the
next prototype. The model is also measured at the edge
of the designed part to verify and reconstruct a toolpath
for cutting the material from the stock sheet (Kalo and
Newsum 2014) (fig. 6).
4.3 Panel Types, Connection Resolution and
Digital Simulation
Over the course of this project, a number of different unit
designs were developed. The first iterations were very
basic in their overall geometry and lacked any refinement in terms of connection detailing as well as lacking
geometric stabilization after trimming. The second generation of panels introduced the notion of performative
“ribs,” which corrugated the panels for added stiffness.
They also functioned as indexing features to align panels

easily. The third and final generation of units feature
more complex formed geometries, in addition to a precise placement of textures as field conditions. This array
of units started integrating geometric and structural expressions for connection nodes on the panels. Features
with undercuts were also introduced in this series, which
can only be achieved with the extra axis of freedom that
a robotic arm affords (fig. 7).
Achieving connections between the panels was an important aspect of the research, and multiple strategies
were developed over the course of the project. Several
of these connection designs were fabricated by forming a basic geometry first, and then introducing cuts or
slots to refine the connection. Other designs involved
using a 3-axis waterjet machine to cut patterns onto
planar formed faces, which then connect to similar cut
shapes, or in some cases, the negative shape. All of the
explored connection nodes utilize mechanical fasteners;
however, the intention was to ultimately express these
connection moments through geometric means that tie
back to the fabrication process (fig. 8). In addition, these
studies focus on face-to-face connections—which are
more complicated to program than side connections—
to investigate ways in which both forming strategies
and mechanical fasteners could work together more
effectively. This was also done to contrast the first few
iterations, which solely utilized spot welds and rivets, and
eventually proved to be too cumbersome.
Aside from fabricating and physically testing the
strength of connection in the studies mentioned earlier,
a series of digital simulations confirmed the physical test

results and added some insight into why certain components failed (fig. 9). In addition, another set of FEA simulations were done to study the differences and effects of
varying surface curvature. Figure 8 shows simulations of
three discrete panels with the same outline and support
locations.
4.4 Design Features Development and Performative “Textures”
As the validation and cutting methods improved, it became more feasible to introduce openings and lighting
features in the panels. Some of the opening designs
explored (fig. 10) demonstrate that a flat surface isn’t
required to introduce openings. Three-dimensional changes in the geometry might begin to suggest, or even assist,

Figure 12: Echinus
overlapping morphing
arrays.
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Figure 14: Loading
simulations for three
panels with the same
connection locations
and outline, but with
different surface
curvature.

Figure 13: Physical
mockups of Echinus
panels.
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in locating these lighting opportunities. In one instance, the
surface depression allows for light to enter in a controlled
way, with apertures that follow shadow lines at certain
hours of the day. Light scoops can be easily formed and
then cut in response to an environmental condition.
Bespoke ribs, bumps, and surface textures aren't
formed solely on their aesthetic value, but are born out
of the conflation of design, fabrication process, and
structural stiffness. In addition, they deliver a performative relationship between the panels and the materials
formed (Hensel and Menges 2009). A textured metal
surface increases the cross-sectional depth and adds
more rigidity and stiffness to sheet metal (Bruscia and
Romano 2013). However, the aim is to avoid any kind of
superficial patterning and allow for the expression of the
performative aspects embedded in the panels. These
patterns were a result of trying to find a design solution
to minimize springback after trimming.
The second generation of these textures (fig. 11) were
developed as field conditions instead of linear vectors
that are perpendicular to the part edge. Fields of miniature surface “dimples” work surprisingly well to keep
the geometry from deforming, with the part edge only
springing back 5-10 mm. The hypothesis is that by inducing local double curvature over a larger surface area,
the internal stresses in the panels spread in multiple
directions instead of travelling along a certain vector as
with the other patterns tested.
Most of these features will be used later as part overall aggregations and surface variation in the proposed
designs.

5 PROTOTYPES AND APPLICATIONS
In conjunction with the various studies on connection
types, unit designs, and digital simulations of those
designs, two distinct skin systems were developed and
prototyped. These systems aren’t designed to be environmentally sealed envelopes, but rather permeable
passive screens with embedded performative aspects.

panels, such as ribs, which can provide local stiffness
but also act as water-guiding features that could assist
in collecting water. Central bulges can be formed at
asymmetrical angles to allow light in but not any of the
water flowing on those surfaces. Panels change in scale
in response to programmatic needs behind them, as do
the lighting apertures.

5.1 Echinus: Overlapping Morphing Arrays
The first of these prototypes is an overlapping array of
morphing cells (fig. 12).
Units of this proposal overlap like roof shingling and
are supported by a framing system. Each of the panels
connects to the structure via a mechanical connection
using regular threaded rods and bolts (fig. 13).
Expression of the meeting point between the fasteners and the panel is done by forming a surface protrusion, referencing the “softness” of metal during the forming process. This “elastic skin” expression also serves to
stiffen the local area where the connections are located.
The difference in deflection between a flat surface and
a double-curved panel with the same connection point
locations is shown in Figure 14.
Echinus performs as a rain screen, with panels
mounted on structural framing right outside a sealed
wall condition. This allows for flexibility in terms of surface variation. Portions of the skin could be completely
opaque, other areas could features small openings for
indirect light, while some areas can be heavily perforated
to allow light in front of a glazing component for example.
Also, performative functions can be embedded in the

5.2 Spotty: Cellular Snap-Fit Screen
In this proposal, the system is treated as a shading
screen that could be used externally, but also in interiors
as space dividers.
Unlike Echinus, Spotty intentionally avoids the overlap or
contact between the panels (fig. 15). Each cell is positioned
at an offset to a main hexagonal grid. The gaps allow for
high tolerances and account for any forming inaccuracies.
As described earlier, emphasis on the ways in which
formed panels are connected plays an important role
in designing and forming the panel geometry. At the
center of each panel, there are three bumps that indicate where panels meet the structural system beneath.
A simple truss system is used as a structure for the
panels (fig. 16). The lattice could be self-supported or
mounted on another structural system. Although these
bumps may look similar to the ones described in the
previous system, they perform a much different role
here. They’re formed with undercuts, perpendicular to
the surface they protrude from, to allow for the bent rod
joint to connect to the panels from behind. The tight
neck of three bent rods can snap fit into the bumps,
providing a secure holding for the panel without any

Figure 15: Spotty cellular snap-fit screen.

Figure 16: Spotty’s
main system elements.
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additional fasteners (fig. 17). Removing and placing
units onto the structural frame is done with ease and
takes a fraction of the time it takes to secure a panel
with bolts. The connection isn’t designed to take any
load besides its own, which is why this aggregation
system is best suited as a shading screen or space
divider. However, for external use, the panels could be
secured with small U-bolts from the back side, where
the snap fit joint meets the panel bump. At the rim of
each panel, there is a ribbon of structural ornament,
surface dimples that significantly help in stabilizing the
edge as described in previous sections (fig. 18).
Units can grow or shrink in size to accommodate for
programmatic requirements in a particular space. A
parametric script was developed that not only produces
the panels and their structure, but also alerts the user
about certain geometric angles which cannot be fabricated. In the physical mockup, all the cells have planar
perimeter edges; however, it’s also possible to fabricate
non-coplanar cells, as the parametric model would compensate for any extra forming depth required to achieve
the desired edge shape over the input surface geometry.
The global scalar difference in the panels is first randomly generated, but then the script iterates through
a few more rounds of edge scaling operations, which
affect only hexagons with almost equal edge lengths.
It also takes the local surface curvature of the input
surface into consideration and rescales some of the
panels accordingly.

Figure 17: Close-ups of
Spotty’s panel details.
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6 CONCLUSION
Overall, most of the project objectives were met, and
the process developed demonstrates how rapid fabrication and prototyping with ISF could be integrated
within a seamless workflow. Reliable repeatability and
geometric complexity were achieved in the process.
Possessing the ability to quickly iterate design options
and fabricate them just as fast is one of the great benefits of linking the design workflow to the fabrication
needs and limits in a closed loop. The limitations, however, reside in the incapacity of the process to produce
high-volume custom parts.
Other avenues of research could include an expanded
study of other forms of aggregation, enhanced connections methods, and new forms of performative textures.
Also, because the process itself is scalable, it would be
beneficial in the future to produce larger components
using larger forming frames.
As discussed earlier, the precedents show a desire by
architects to achieve variability in building skins most efficiently. Showcased as a potential facade paneling fabrication method, ISF promises a significant advancement
in this area of research.
This research wasn’t intended to compete with conventional facade manufacturing techniques, nor does
it aim to produce systems with low tolerances and

industrial precision. Rather, the purpose of this investigation is to reexamine the ways in which “architectural”
skins are designed and fabricated within an integrated
workflow. The prototypes serve as an amalgamation
of various fabrication and design studies demonstrating the capabilities and potential of using incremental
sheet metal forming for producing highly customized
architectural skins.
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